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Microhire collaborates with the distinguished Royal International Convention Centre on a 

huge investment in cutting-edge audio-visual technology for events in Queensland. 

Microhire, the largest Australian-owned audio-visual and event staging services supplier, has made 

significant investments in enhancing the event space technology of long-standing venue partner Royal ICC, 

The Royal International Convention Centre. 

Supplying Royal ICC with extensive new lighting, vision and sound installation as well as a state-of-the-art 

LED wall, Microhire continues to prove itself as a dedicated audio-visual partner to the top-tier event centre. 

A partnership that has been flourishing since its inception in 2013, Microhire and Royal ICC’s collaboration 

on cementing the convention centre as a world-class event destination in Queensland for hosting 

exceptional events and conference, has been a huge achievement in the Australian event industry. 

Karsten Richert, General Manager of Fiji and Queensland, Microhire said: ‘It gives me great pleasure to 

announce a significant investment the Microhire Group has recently completed for the Royal International 

Convention Centre to position it as a leader in the convention market. We are proud of our successful 

partnership and are excited to continue elevating event experiences.’ 

Microhire’s audio and visual enhancements of Royal ICC include new laser projectors in its meeting rooms 

as well as a new array of speakers, subs, and amps to complement its existing speakers.  

In terms of lighting additions, Royal ICC is now positioned as having one of the most extensive lighting 

installations in a Queensland venue, after Microhire’s enhancements. 

In terms of light additions, Microhire installed 104 moving lights, 24 Pixel mappable blinders, 32 LED stage 

wash fixtures, 60 Zoom LED par cans, 32 LED tubes, and 16 LED wireless battery tubes. Also installing state-

of-the-art Grand MA 3 lighting consoles and MPUs, Royal ICC now has one of the most extensive lighting 

installations in a Queensland venue. 

As LED Video Wall specialists, Microhire’s enhancement of Royal ICC included its new 2.6mm Touring LED 

screens, complete with custom curve options of three and six degrees and the addition of 90-degree corner 

pieces. 

After huge success on the project, Microhire continues to prove itself as the leading and trusted partner for 

audio visual and event technology solutions in Australia. 

For further information visit https://www.microhire.com.au/ 
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NOTE TO EDITORS:  

Microhire has over 35 years of experience in providing leading solutions to the events industry and is the 

largest Australian-owned corporate event staging company. 

The organisation has provided solutions to some of the biggest award shows and conventions across 

Australia and Fiji. 

 


